
How Linking Hospital and Physician 
Data Optimizes Revenue Recovery

Identify more reimbursement opportunities by comparing data sets

Medical billing applies in both institutional and professional settings, but there are important differences 
between the two that require them to be distinct, separate processes. Professional or physician billing is 
simpler and more or less limited to charges for services performed by the physician or group. Institutional 
or hospital billing is notoriously complex, and charges are typically much higher, because it includes myriad 
essential soft costs that are not directly compensated – such as administration, facility management, 
diagnostic equipment, laboratory services, quality reporting, regulatory compliance, etc.

Clinical documentation quality is key to optimizing reimbursement

From a revenue cycle management and revenue integrity perspective, the importance of high-quality clinical 
documentation to optimize reimbursement can’t be stressed enough. Billed charges, no matter how true or 
accurate, simply can’t be defended without the supporting clinical documentation. According to the American 
Health Information Management Association (AHIMA), “Clinical documentation is at the core of every patient 
encounter… The convergence of clinical care, documentation, and coding processes is vital to appropriate 
reimbursement, accurate quality scores, and informed decision making to support high quality patient care.”

Because of the complexity of institutional billing, AHIMA recognizes that 95% coding accuracy is about the 
best an institution can be expected to achieve. Meanwhile, the Healthcare Financial Management Association 
(HFMA) estimates that between 3% and 5% of eligible charges are missed. With so many healthcare providers 
experiencing negative operating margins, that can potentially mean the difference between financial viability 
and insolvency.

Analyze cross-linked data to capture missing charges and coding anomalies

Truly optimizing reimbursement through charge capture data analysis must include comparing the billing data 
from the hospital with the physician billing data. By unifying data sets from the hospital and physician side, 
organizations can more efficiently detect omitted charges and coding anomalies that may have otherwise 
been missed. As an example, Cloudmed Charge Capture aggregates data from multiple systems, including all 
of the diagnosis and procedure coding from hospital and physician data, and applies hundreds of linking rules 
from proprietary algorithms to capture any mismatches that result in missed revenue or compliance risk.
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While it’s becoming more common for hospital and physician data to live in  
a centralized electronic health record (EHR), it is not at all unusual for the data 
sets to be fragmented or siloed from one another. However, there are important 
financial, process, and compliance benefits to linking data from the institutional 
and professional sides of the business.

https://www.r1rcm.com/news/outrageous-hospital-charges-dont-blame-the-hospital
https://www.r1rcm.com/cdi-solutions
https://www.r1rcm.com/cdi-solutions


Cloudmed, an R1 company, helps healthcare systems maximize outcomes in a complex 
financial world. With industry-leading expertise and data-driven technology, we deliver 
actionable insights across the revenue cycle, helping providers boost productivity and 
increase revenue. We are proud to partner with over 3,100 healthcare providers in the 
United States to recover over $1.7 billion of underpaid or unidentified revenue annually.
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For an assessment performed by our expert team, contact connect@cloudmed.com

To learn more about optimizing revenue while improving processes and compliance, please visit 
www.cloudmed.com/optimization-suite/charge-capture.

Use cases prove the value of cross-linked data analysis

Consider as an example this typical use case. A physician claim shows that the patient underwent 
angioplasty with stent placement with a CPT code of 37230. The hospital billing record, on the other hand, 
reflects the same visit for an angioplasty, coded 37224, but there is no indication of stent placement. 
This CPT code mismatch between the hospital and physician data is then investigated by auditors who 
discover in the operative note documentation of the stent placement – the end result allows the hospital 
to recode and submit its claim correctly and collect an additional $16,000 in reimbursement.

The benefits of revenue recovery powered by Revenue Intelligence™

The coding and billing discrepancies discovered between institutional and professional billing data can 
deliver significant value to a health system and represent opportunities to improve revenue integrity 
across the enterprise, including:

Reimbursement 
Recover up to 40% more revenue and realize it ten times faster 
with our rules-based algorithms powered by automation and 
machine learning.

Process improvement  
Minimize false positives that waste staff time and realize an 
85% average findings agreement rate to recover every missed, 
miscoded, or misaligned opportunity.

Compliance 
Findings from cross-analyzing billing data can identify which 
physician groups have higher coding error rates so they can be 
educated on proper coding and the risks of overcharging.
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